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Let C, denote the Banach space of continuous Rn valued functions defined 
on [-T, 01, where for $E C,, 114 11 = sup{1 +(@I: 0 E [-~,0]}. Also for a 
given function x with domain [-T, b), b > 0, and 0 < t < b define xt on 
[-T, 0] by ~~(0) = x(t + 0). 
In this paper, we prove the existence of a periodic solution of the functional 
differential equation 
x’(t) = L(C Xt) t-f@, 4 (1) 
under the assumption 
If(t, ~)l/ll~ II -+ 0 (2) 
uniformly in t as II+ II--+ co. Here L and f are continuous mappings from 
[0, co) x C, into R” satisfying L(t + T, 4) = L(t, 4) andf (t + T, 4) = f (t, 4) 
for all (t, 4) E [0, co) x C, . Also L(t, 4) is linear in 4 for fixed t. 
The condition (2) has been used to prove the existence of periodic solutions 
of differential equations of the form (1) with T = 0 by Krasnoselskii [3, p. 361. 
In preparation for the work to follow consider the functional differential 
equation 
x’(t) = qt, %> + h(t), (3) 
where L is as in (1) and h: [0, cc) ---f Rn is continuous and T-periodic. 
A continuous function ~(4, h)(t) is a solution of (3) with initial value 4 E C, 
if x0(4, h) = $ and ~(4, h)(t) satisfies (3) for t 3 0. Solutions of the initial 
value problem exist for t > -T and are unique, [2]. It is shown in [2, p. 811 
that ~(4, h)(t) may be represented by 
for t > -7, and 
(5) 
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for t > 0, where Z(s) is the norm of the operator L(s, 4). This last inequality 
follows from (1) and Gronwall’s lemma. 
In proving the existence of a T-periodic solution of (1) we will assume 
T > 7. To see this assumption does not lead to a loss of generality one is 
referred to the remarks in [3, p. 2781. 
The following result will be used. 
THEOREM 0. If the only T-periodic solution of x’(t) = L(t, .q) is x == 0, 
then there exists a unique T-periodic solution of (3). Moreover, if U: C, --t C, 
is the operator defined by U+(e) = x,(&O)(e) then U is completely continuous 
and the T-periodic solution of (3) is determined by the initial function 
# = (I - U)-1 ~~(0, h). 
A proof of Theorem 0 uses the representation (4) and the Fredholm 
alternative of completely continuous operators; for a similar argument see 
[I, p. 4111. 
IJsing the above considerations we are able to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let L and f  be as in (l), (2) and assume f  maps closed and 
bounded sets into bounded sets. I f  the only T-periodic solution of 
x’(t) = L(t, XJ (6) 
is x = 0, then there exists a T-periodic solution of the functional differential 
equation 
x’(t) = L(t, xt) +f(t, 4. (1) 
Proof. Let P(T) denote the Banach space of continuous T-periodic 
functions mapping [-T, 03) into Rn with the supremum norm. And define 
an operator F: P(T) + P(T) by F+(t) = x(\L, h)(t), where h(t) ===f(t, Ct) and 
x(#, h)(t) is the solution of k(t) = L(t, xt) + h(t) with initial function $ 
determined by 
t,b = (I - U)-l x,(0, h). (7) 
That is, by Theorem 0, F# is the unique T-periodic solution of 
x’(t) = L(t, xt) +f(t, &). Here F is continuous and it is seen that a fixed 
point of F yields a T-periodic solution of (1). The Schauder fixed-point 
theorem is used to show F has a fixed point. 
First, from (5) it follows that 
/ X($, h)(t)1 < [II 4 II + r: I h(s) ds/ exp 11 Z(s) ds (8) 
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for t > 0. Thus 
for t > 0. And using the representation of 4 in (7) we have 
I W)l < K supw, 48: 0 < s < n (9) 
where K = KrT{I](I - U)-l ]I K1 + l} with K1 = exp JOT Z(S) ds. 
A closed convex subset &’ of P(t) is now constructed such that F(.%‘) C &’ 
and F(S) has compact closure. Once such a set is constructed the Schauder 
theorem yields a fixed point of F and thus a T-periodic solution of (1). 
Let 0 < E < l/K, K as in (9). From (2) there exists an r > 0 such that 
Ij I$ Ij > r, 93 E C, , implies If(t, $)I < r II+ I/ for all t. Let 
M = suPtf(4 $4: II c II G y> 
and let D = max(MK, r}. Now define &’ by 
If+ E .X, then for fixed s E [0, T] either II & II < r or r < II 4S I/ < D. In the first 
case K I~(s, &)I < KM < D and in the latter K If(s, +J < KE 11 +8 /I < D. 
Thus from (9) 1 F+(t)/ < D for t 3 -7, $ E &’ and therefore F maps 2 into 
X. Also since (F+)‘(t) = ~‘(4, h)(t) for t > 0 then using (8) and the fact 
that If(t, &)I < D/K for 4 E X we obtain I(F$)‘(t)l < K, for t 3 0 where 
K2 = [sup{Z(s): 0 < s < T} K + l](D/K). Thus F(X) is equicontinuous. It 
follows that F(Z) closure is compact. Thus H has the desired properties 
and this completes the proof. 
In conclusion, we remark that condition (2) along with added assumptions 
on f has been used to prove the existence of periodic solutions to certain 
second-order ordinary and functional differential equations. For example, 
see [2, p. 1761 and [4]. In the case that there exists a nontrivial periodic 
solution of the unperturbed equation, we offer the following result. 
THEOREM 2. In addition to the assumptions on f in Theorem 1, assume f is 
real valued and satisjies the following condition: There exists a constant b > 0 
such that 
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whenever + E C, and +(e) > b, (4(e) < -!I), for aZZ 0 E [-T, 01. Then there 
exists a T-periodic solution of the functional difleerential equation 
x”(t) + cx’(t) + f  (t, xt) = 0 (10) 
for any real constant c. 
Proof. For + E P(T) define 
hW) = (l/T) ,ffb 4s) ds - f  (t, A). 
It can be shown that & E P(T) and Jrf ($)(s) ds = 0. Also for $J E P(T) 
define (I+)(t) = j: $(s) ds and N(4) = (l/T) s:+(s) ds. 
Considering the case c # 0, let B(T) = P(T) x R and define 
F: B(T) + B(T) by F(+, a) = (c$*, a*), where 
d*(t) = a + [eCT - 11-l ,yt e-c(t-s) (If($))(s) ds, 
a* = (I - N(+*). 
Here, $* is a T-periodic solution of x”(t) + cd(t) =!(4)(t). I f  F has a fixed 
point (4, a), it follows that IV(+) = 0 and thus 4 is a T-periodic solution 
of (10). The method of Lazer [4] may be modified to show F has a fixed 
point. 
The case c = 0 follows similarly. 
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